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Global Attain Advancement Recognized By Worldwide Charter For Fair
International
GAA Now Listed As A Charter Signatories 

Austin, 27.07.2015, 12:34 Time

USPA NEWS - Global Attain Advancement (GAA) is proud to announce her recognition from Worldwide Charter for Fair International
Commerce (WCFIC) as a company that demonstrate positively to impact economic growth, reducing poverty, contributing to
environmental sustainability, and promoting human health globally.

Global Attain Advancement (GAA) is proud to announce her recognition from Worldwide Charter for Fair International Commerce as a
company that demonstrate positively to impact economic growth, reducing poverty, contributing to environmental sustainability, and
promoting human health worldwide.

Worldwide Charter for Fair International Commerce is a global initiative that stands by businesses adopting sustainability and fair
trade policies. The Worldwide Charter supports international businesses showcasing a particular social and environmental sensibility
through following a code of conduct and a set of universal principles and reflecting the core values of the UN Universal Declaration of
Human Rights.

Global Attain Advancement is a limited liability company (L.L.C) that plans, promote and execute events in the area of business
growth, wealth creation and personal development. We provide world class programs which are geared towards young professionals,
entrepreneurs and as well as individuals with a desire to succeed. We host world class trainers, leaders, achievers, motivational
speakers and bestselling authors to work together on an array of topics at our events. We exist to support individuals, enterprises and
organizations through educational programs around the world, impacting the lives of people who seek personal development, advance
their business, and take ownership of their financial futures. 
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